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Abstract 

In this study, we proposed and implemented a visual analytics approach to reduce drug duplicate alerts in a 
medication clinical decision support system running in our local hospitals. Our approach includes 1) development of 
a dashboard to provide interactive visualization of time-driven alert data, 2) statistical analysis of effectiveness of 
duplicate alerts based on behavioral change of physicians by alerts, and 3) process monitoring that enables detection 
of abnormal patterns in alert generation over time. Based on the tools, we have reduced drug duplicate alerts by 
removing clinically insignificant alerts (nuisance alert), eliminating duplication between different positions and 
applications, and detecting broken functions in the decision support system. The results from proof-of-concept 
implementation shows that the proposed approach could reduce duplicate alerts with increase of alert effectiveness 
measures: overridden rate and provider behavior change rate.  
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Introduction 

Medication related Clinical Decision Support (mCDS) systems are one of the key components in modern electronic 
health record (EHR) systems that are specialized in preventing and reducing human errors related to drug 
prescription 1. They have been widely adopted in the clinical fields of healthcare institutes and are known to have a 
positive impact on preventing adverse drug events 2-4. Integrated with computerized physician order entry (CPOE), 
mCDS supports physicians ordering medications with minimized human errors with functions of drug-allergy 
checking, basic dosing guidance, formulary decision support, duplicate therapy checking, and drug–drug interaction 
checking, etc. These decision supports may be delivered to providers as an intervention to recommend change or 
reconsider of their action, typically as a form of “alert” in their computer systems. 

Despite these benefits, mCDS is also known of its limitation that it often generates too many alerts when it is 
configured by rigorous rules, and results in physical and mental burdens to providers. When an alert is presented in 
provider’s desktop, it is asked to recognize it and take actions to override it or follow suggested actions by the 
system, optionally or mandatorily. It is known that too many alerts result in apathy of providers against alerts: alert 
fatigue, that is a status where alerts are ignored regardless of their effectiveness. Therefore, the goal of mCDS alert 
optimization is to minimize the number of alerts presented to users while maintaining or maximizing the 
effectiveness 5,6.  

The basic idea of optimizing alerts is identifying and removing relatively ineffective alerts with expectation of 
reduced total number of alerts and increased total effectiveness. Although a number of studies have tried to optimize 
mCDS alerts in a systematic way, a limitation often lies in accurately measuring effectiveness. The effectiveness of 
mCDS alerts can be affected by various factors such as clinical contexts on how and why alerts are generated, 
clinical settings, whether an alert is accepted or overridden, and characteristics of providers seen by 7,8. Because of 
the features, optimizing mCDS alerts in a data driven approach used to be a manual and time-consuming work 
accompanying repetitive data extraction and analysis and discussion between interdisciplinary domain experts. 

With recent advances in the area of data science technologies, a visual analytics approach supporting agile 
optimization using automated data extraction and interactive visualization tools was presented 9. By extending the 
idea, we introduce our approach of visual analytics that integrates several efforts of optimizing mCDS alerts, by 1) 
an interactive dashboard of time-driven alert data, 2) statistical analysis of alert effectiveness, and 3) statistical 
process monitoring that enables detection of abnormal patterns in alerts over time. We selected drug duplicate alerts 
in our study to validate the feasibility of this approach, since they have been investigated less than other major alert 
types (e.g. drug-drug interaction) and are known to be hard to be optimized due to their complicated nature. For 
example, drug duplicate alerts can be reduced by eliminating redundant alerts, which implies that a same alert is 



 

  

generated and seen unnecessarily multiple times by different providers or in different clinical applications. We 
believe our visual analytics approach enables to analyze data with different aspects in clinical workflows so that we 
can track such redundancy in an intuitive way. 

We developed a dashboard employs the proposed functions and runs based on the mCDS system in our local 
hospitals. We built a team to review data from the dashboard regularly and have found several cases causing 
excessive alerts. We have repeated the cycle of improvement for six months and pursued actions to eliminated the 
causes. As a result, it shows that the proposed approach successfully reduced drug duplicate alerts while maintaining 
key effectiveness measures: alert overridden rate and provider behavior change rate. 

Background 

Intermountain Healthcare is a not-for-profit integrated delivery network that serves the populations in the area of 
the Intermountain West (Utah and southern Idaho). It has 22 hospitals, over 150 clinics, a medical group of over 700 
employed physicians and an insurance plan that serves the needs of the people in the region. Recently, 
Intermountain has implemented a new EHR system: iCentra, in partnership with the Cerner Corporation. A key part 
of the new system is mCDS, which is designed to help providers with decision support functions to prevent 
medication related orders. The mCDS consists of a rule engine to store and translate computer interpretable logics 
and an event handler that fires an alert based on input data and the logics. The mCDS is integrated with CPOE so 
that such decision support functions are integrated with clinical workflow of medication ordering processes. Most of 
mCDS rules are executed whenever a new medication order (triggering order) is entered in the CPOE.  

 

Figure 1. Screenshot: mCDS in iCentra  

mCDS alerts are delivered through an alert dialog inside a provider’s desktop (See Figure 1). Four alert types are 
supported by mCDS: allergy-drug, drug-allergy, drug-drug interaction, and drug duplicate. Since one triggering 
order can be associated with multiple orders already made for a patient (i.e. precondition order) at the time of 
ordering, an alert dialog may consist of multiple alert sections for each represents association between a triggering 
order and precondition orders. In addition to that, mCDS also allows “suppression” that is a function to block alerts 
depending on specific conditions. Once an alert dialog shows up, a provider can choose to continue or remove a 
triggering alert (See Figure 1 bottom right). Also the provider can discontinue precondition orders by clicking check 
boxes on the right in the dialog and optionally enter overridden reason for each precondition order by selecting from 
the list or manually entering free text. 

 



 

  

 

Drug duplicate alerts are designed to detect inappropriate duplication of therapeutic groups or active ingredients 
and are estimated significant proportion of volumes in medication related alerts 10. In our mCDS, we use Multum 
drug category as the therapeutic group, which is a drug ontology and database developed by Cerner. To produce a 
duplicate alert, mCDS checks if a triggering order fall under the same medication category with already placed 
orders in the patient’s encounter. However it is hard to optimize duplicate alerts, as their nature is related to clinical 
workflow or logistics processes, such as outpatients receiving prescriptions from different prescribers or early refill 
sue to holidays 11. We selected drug duplicate alerts to validate the usefulness of the proposed approach, as visual 
analytics provide a way to analyze data with different aspects in complicated clinical workflows so that we can 
detect inappropriate alerting pattern in an intuitive way. 

Method 

Key measures: We built a team consists of medical informaticists, pharmacy informaticists, data analysts, business 
intelligence developers to derive key measures of mCDS duplicate alerts and develop design concept of the 
dashboard. Based on analysis from the team about the front-end workflow in Figure 1, we derived key measures to 
monitor as Table 1. In addition, we added contextual information such as facility, care / nursing unit, provider 
position, etc. and different aggregation levels by time, such as weekly averaged measures from Table 1. We also 
developed normalized measures to incorporate the volume of medication orders. 

Table 1. Key measures related to duplicate alert 

Level Measure 

Alert dialog # of alert dialog seen by user 
# of alert dialog with continued triggering order 
# of alert dialog with removed triggering order 
# of alert dialog with modification of at least one precondition orders within 10 minutes 

Precondition orders # of alert fired / generated in an alert dialog 
# of alert overridden reason entered (either selected or typed) 
# of alert suppressed by system 
# of modification of precondition orders 

Effectiveness measure: We developed two outcome measures for effectiveness of alerts: overridden rate and 
behavioral rate. An alert is considered to be overridden when the alert is recognized by providers but doesn’t result 
in any change of orders. In our mCDS, overridden rate can be measured by counting the number of overridden 
reason entered as the system allows users enter overridden reason in an alert dialog. Realistically not all overridden 
alerts have been entered of reasons, therefore “% overridden reason entered” may be an underestimated measure. 
We developed another measure: behavioral change rate that is defined by frequency of modification of triggering 
and/or precondition orders by an alert. Such modification can occur while an alert dialog is presented or afterward. 
Based on the literatures we consider modification within 10 minutes after an alert as a behavioral change by the alert 
12,13. Below are definitions of the two measures: 

%	Behavioral	change	 = 

#	of	alert	dialog	with	triggering	order	removed+ #	of	alert	dialog	with	precondition	order	modified	within	10	mins
	#	of	total	alert	dialog  

%	Overridden	reason	entered =
#	of	alert	with	overriden	reason	entered

	#	of	total	alert	dialog  

Dashboard development: We used Enterprise Data Warehouse (EDW) at Intermountain Healthcare as a data 
source, which is an integrated clinical data source that maintains copies of data from clinical applications in our 
EHR system for the research and quality improvement purposes 14. We developed structured query language (SQL) 
based queries to extract data from the EDW and calculate the measures above. Using the queries, we developed a 
Tableau dashboard that runs on the web within internal network at Intermountain (See Figure 2). 

The dashboard consists of a context filter and three charts; 1) a line chart with daily volume of alert dialog, 2) a line 
chart with daily volume of rule fired (the number of alerts in an alert dialog), 3) and a bar chart with daily volume of 



 

  

medication orders. On the right of the dashboard, a context filter is provided for users to narrow down the data by 
encounter types, alerted providers, provider positions, units and facilities, drug category of triggering and 
precondition orders, order set association, overridden reason, and suppression types. A filter to select measure types 
(volume / normalized volume) are also provided. 

 
Figure 2. Screenshot: main view of the mCDS dashboard 

  
Figure 3. Histogram sorted by effectiveness of duplicate 
alerts (% of behavioral change) 

Figure 4. An email message created by Tableau server 
to notify abnormal pattern 

Figure 3 is another view in the dashboard with a histogram of alert volume. Color represents drug categories of 
triggering orders and size of bars represents volume of alerts in the categories. X axis represents bins of behavioral 
change rate and Y axis represents volume of alert dialog showed. In Figure 3, selected bar (purple) and its tooltip 
show that duplicate alerts in the CNS stimulants category were fired 13,420 times and changed user behaviors by 
40-45%. This histogram may be useful to analyze effectiveness of duplicate alerts, by 1) which drug categories were 
fired of alerts frequently and 2) how much they changed provider behaviors. 



 

  

In addition to the views, we set up a monitoring function in the Tableau server, that runs if a daily volume of alerts is 
smaller or bigger than the same weekday of previous week to certain level (e.g. ±10%) and send a notifying email to 
assigned users. Figure 4 is an example email created shows that today’s alert volume (blue dot) is higher than the 
upper bound (red dotted line), that is calculated from volume in the same day in last week. 

Result 

We implemented the dashboard at April in 2018 and started an alert optimization working group to review data. 
Table 2 shows descriptive statistics of drug duplicate alert generation during the proof-of-concept period (April to 
August 2018) and types of overridden reason entered (Table 3). Besides routine monitoring and discussion efforts 
the group has made, we introduced three cases of detecting abnormal pattern and optimizing alerts using the tools. 

Table 2. Descriptive statistics 
# of patient 183,448 # of alert dialog 637,071 
# of patient visit 253,583 # of alert firing 2,068,790 
# of provider alerted 14,621 # of overridden reason entered 213,226 
# of facility / clinic 706 # of suppression 1,262,747 
# of medication orders 10,916,693 # of alert dialog with behavioral change 41,123 

Table 3. Overridden reason entered 
Overridden reason type #Record Percentage 
Prescriber Clinical Judgment 170,285 81% 
Prescriber Consulted, OK Received 19,710 9% 
Patient Already Tolerating 12,790 6% 
Pharmacist Clinical Judgment 7,941 4% 
Accept Previous Override Reason 22 0% 
Total 210,748 100% 

Case #1. Reducing nuisance alerts individually: With the combined information of mCDS end-user observation 
and effectiveness analysis from the dashboards, we added suppression for Dextrose 10%, 25%, 50% and 70% 
(3/22), and Humalog insulin (8/29). Figure 5 shows duplicate alert volume from the medications were dropped after 
the actions (red line). 

 
Figure 5. Reduction of duplicate alert: left) Dextrose 10%, 25%, 50% and 70%; right) Humalog (lispro) insulin 

Case #2. Early detection of filtering failure for order set related duplicate alert: Our CPOE provides two ways 
for ordering medications, one as ordering individual medication items and the other as order sets that are a set of 
orders designed to treat patients for specific conditions or procedures. Order sets often cause duplicate alerts, since 
they contain a number of contents and orderable items and providers may place an order set without aware of some 
medications in it conflict already placed orders for a patient. Therefore we set up a baseline filtering so that 
providers do not receive duplicate alerts based on order checking against order sets. As of 4/27/2018, we detected 
abnormal duplicate alert peak in the dashboard and analyzed to figure out the filter for two order sets: anesthesia 
perioperative for adult and pediatric were broken. We recovered the filter at 5/2/2018 and the volume returned to 
normal (Figure 6). We received positive feedbacks from anesthesiologists, surgeons, nurses and pharmacists. 



 

  

 
Figure 6. The dashboard provides a filter to drill down the volume of duplicate alerts affected by an order set and a 
suppression filter. 

Case #3. Detecting broken queries in applications: We detected skyrocketed duplicate alerts seen by pharmacists 
at 4/19/2018. Through discussion and analysis internally and with other teams, we found that the reason was a 
custom query that filters out duplicate alerts when an order comes from CPOE to MedManger (pharmacist 
medication order verification) in the same ordering conversation. It was discovered that a new rule that was 
designed to run based on location was broken and interfering with the custom duplicate filtering CCL and causing it 
to not filter based on rule hierarchy. We discussed with a team creating the location rule and turned it off, the data 
showed a decrease in duplicate alerting (Figure 7). 

 
Figure 7. Increased volume of duplicate alerts during the period of broken query 

Effective analysis: As a result of the efforts to optimize duplicate alerts for six months, the number of alert dialog 
presented has been decreased (Figure 8 left). Both raw and normalized volume were decreased with statistical 
significance (Table 4). We analyzed two effectiveness measures for the period, both behavioral change rate and 
overridden reason entered rate increased over time (Figure 8 right) with statistical significance (See Table 4). 



 

  

  
Figure 8. left) daily duplicate alert volume trend (top: volume, bottom: normalized volume); right) effectiveness 
metrics (top: % behavioral change, bottom: % overridden reason entered) 

Table 4. Regression analysis: alert reduction over time; behavioral change / overridden rate over time 

Measure Line Coefficients 
p-value Degree of 

freedom 
Term Value Std. Error t-value p-value 

#Alert dialog seen by
 users (Volume) 

< 0.0001 111 Time -31.4658 5.34406 -5.88799 < 0.0001 
intercept 1.36657e+06 231211 5.91047 < 0.0001 

#Alert dialog seen by
 users (Normalized) 

< 0.0001 111 Time -0.0003536 3.058e-05 -11.5618 < 0.0001 
intercept 15.356 1.32307 11.6063 < 0.0001 

%Behavioral change < 0.0001 111 Time (day) 0.001024 8.437e-05 12.1376 < 0.0001 
Intercept -44.0869 3.65014 -12.0781 < 0.0001 

%Overridden reason 
entered 

< 0.0001 111 Time (day) 0.001396 0.000149 9.36702 < 0.0001 
Intercept -60.0532 6.4486 -9.31259 < 0.0001 

Discussion and Conclusion 

The results from proof-of-concept development and early usage analysis demonstrated that the proposed approach 
was successful to reduce drug duplicate alerts while maintaining their effectiveness. Although this is a case study 
with empirical data analysis, we will strive to generalize the proposed approach across other mCDS alert types: 
drug-drug interaction, allergy, dose checking, etc. In addition, we will develop detailed effectiveness metrics to 
more accurately measure how alerts affects to provider’s behaviors and clinical processes. 

This study has several limitations. Although we comprehensively evaluated effectiveness of alerts during the proof-
of-concept period, it wasn’t clearly investigated for how much individual actions affected to alert effectiveness. 
Beside our optimization efforts, there have been a number of administrative modifications done in the mCDS 
system, such as new rule definitions, drugs items, drug categories, and order sets. Because of this it was challenging 
to segregate alert reduction only affected by our optimization efforts. 

In this study, we did not include clinical context of mCDS alerts into the analysis, such as patient encounter types, 
clinical condition, facilities, and provider positions. We found out that about half of duplicate alerts were seen by 
pharmacy and the rest by physicians. Since nuisance duplicate alerts used to occur between ordering providers and 
referred pharmacists, the interactive visual analytics approach will be useful to understand such patterns in the 
clinical processes.  
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